The value of MnDPDP enhancement during MR guided laser interstitial thermoablation of liver tumors.
Magnetic resonance (MR)-guided thermal ablation procedures are feasible in modern open low field strength MR scanners. The compromises for rapid imaging in this configuration worsen liver lesino conspicuity. To overcome this, we utilize liver-specific contrast Mangafodipir Trisodium (MnDPDP) to improve lesion recognition and targeting and allow a longer contrast-assisted window. Three observers assessed pre- and post-contrast MR scans of 14 liver ablation patients. They assessed the number of lesions, ease of puncture planning, conspicuity of lesions, gallbladder, vessels, and surrounding bowel. There was a significant improvement in lesion conspicuity and ease of puncture planning when MnDPDP was used. In two of the observers, there was also a significant improvement in the number of lesions seen and in bowel conspicuity. No significant difference was shown in the detection of the gallbladder or vessels. We conclude that the liver-specific contrast agent MnDPDP improves the overall accuracy and safety of MR-guided thermal ablation of liver tumors facilitating this procedure at lower field strengths. J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 2001;13:37-41.